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1 The Wasps Overturea  8:54 

  Symphony No.6 in E minor a  [32:55]  
2	 Allegro    7:15  
3	 Moderato  9:20  
4	 Scherzo: Allegro vivace   5:53  
5	 Epilogue: Moderato  10:26 

  Symphony No.9 in E minor b   [30:49]  
6	 Moderato maestoso   7:58  
7	 Andante sostenuto  7:11  
8	 Scherzo: Andante pesante   5:30  
9	 Andante tranquillo  10:08 

                                                               Total duration: 72:50 
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 Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958) wrote nine symphonies in a 
career of more than 60 years. These complemented four operas, concertos for 
instruments including the piano, violin, tuba and oboe, an array of orchestral, 
chamber and choral works, songs and song cycles. In the early years of the 
20th century, after studying under Charles Villiers Stanford and Hubert Parry 
at the Royal College of Music, he collected dozens of folk songs and edited 
The English Hymnal. Later he taught generations of composers at the Royal 
College of Music and had a special commitment to the development of women 
composers; and he wrote extensively about the evolution of an English musical 
tradition with its roots in folk song, notably in his 1932 lecture National Music. 
He is now recognised not merely as one of the greatest classical composers, but 
as a titanic figure in British culture.

The works on this disc are notable for three reasons. First, each is a historic 
performance, painstakingly restored and preserved using the latest technology 
and expertise and giving an insight into interpretations of Vaughan Williams’ 
music. Second, each represents a distinct era in the composer’s artistic life and 
gives a clear indication of his intellectual and creative growth. Third, all three 
works give a clear indication of the genius of Sir Malcolm Sargent, once one of 
the most acclaimed conductors in Britain and on the international stage, but 
whose reputation has declined since his death in 1967 and is ripe for reappraisal.

Compared with some other composers, Vaughan Williams was a late developer. 
In 1908, at the age of 35 and to improve his abilities as an orchestrator, he 
took lessons in Paris from Maurice Ravel. Within two years his First Symphony, 
the Sea, had its first performance, as did the work considered his earliest 

masterpiece, his Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis, in which he displayed 
an innovative interpretation of Tudor polyphony. 

But before then came an exuberant work that showed the full effect of  
Ravel’s tuition, and became indicative of Vaughan Williams’ intensely English 
style, rooted in folk tunes, before the Great War: his suite of incidental music 
to the annual Greek play in Cambridge, Aristophanes’ The Wasps, in 1909. The 
composer had been an undergraduate at Trinity College and was a Doctor of 
Music in the University of Cambridge. He was asked to write the music by an 
undergraduate directing the play, Miles Malleson, who later become a noted 
character actor and screenwriter in British films from the 1930s to the 1960s. This 
recording is of a BBC Promenade performance in the Albert Hall on September 
12, 1957, with Sargent conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra.

The Overture is far better known than the rest of the suite, and is now one 
of the composer’s most popular works. Ravel shines through in its colour 
and verve, but its tunes show heavily the importance of English folk song 
in its genesis. The work was intended to be performed in an ancient English 
town on a perfect summer’s day, and its character reflects that aspiration. The 
generation of composers taught by Vaughan Williams learned much from the 
style and geniality of the work: its offspring can be heard in a number of their 
compositions, and not least in British film music of the 1940s and 1950s.

Vaughan Williams began to write his Sixth Symphony in 1944, a year after 
the premiere of the serene Fifth, which had reassured its wartime audience 
with a vision of peace that lay beyond the terrible conflict in which the world 
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was then involved. Yet the Sixth seems to have had its roots in the composer’s 
sadness in reading, in March 1941, of the death of the band leader Ken 
‘Snakehips’ Johnson and members of his West Indian Dance Orchestra when 
the Café de Paris in London’s West End, where they were performing, received 
a direct hit in a German bombing raid. One musician who died was ‘Baba’ 
Williams, the saxophonist. 

In 1946 Vaughan Williams had the symphony’s dedicatee, the pianist Michael 
Mullinar, play through a piano reduction of the work to an audience of friends 
at the composer’s house in Dorking: those present were stunned by the 
radically different character of the work. Vaughan Williams denied strongly 
that it was a ‘War Symphony’; but it was a symphony that would have been 
impossible without both world wars. Despite being over-age, Vaughan Williams 
had volunteered in 1914 and spent three years on the Western Front. The 
experience of the Great War, and his dread of a repetition overshadowed much 
of what he wrote in the 1920s and 1930s; but there is a sense that he did not 
finally get the feelings engendered by war out of his system until writing his 
Sixth Symphony, 30 years later. 

Sargent conducted the BBC SO in the performance on this disc at a Promenade 
Concert on August 4, 1964. Fifteen years earlier he had taken the work, which 
caused an international sensation after having 100 performances in its first year, 
to Buenos Aires. At a press conference, when a local journalist asked whether 
a symphony apparently about the war could be understood by a city such 
as his that had not been bombed, Sargent retorted that a city that could not 
understand it deserved to be bombed. His approach to the work is faithful to the 

composer’s intentions, devoid of sentimentality, and capturing the symphony’s 
relentless nature. Deryck Cooke, a leading critic of the era who was present at 
the first performance on April 21, 1948, admitted a feeling of “ultimate nihilism” 
when it had finished. Cooke felt the work used a musical language of anguish, 
pain and conflict; and the overall sense of assault, aggression and violence is 
apparent throughout even, by association, in the spectral finale.

The four movements are played without a break, reinforcing that relentlessness. 
The first, Allegro, opens with a fortissimo assault in E minor and F minor that 
moves into a frenzy of activity. A coherent tune soon appears, reliant on brass 
and strings, soon underpinned by basses and tubas, then punctuated by 
woodwind before the introduction of a jaunty, almost swaggering passage 
redolent of jazz but never far from a military march. Then the tempo alters to 
6/4 for a more mellow, but still dark, tune on the strings that is then brutalised 
by the brass. 

A new burst of activity echoes the earlier material, resuming the turbulence 
of changing harmonies and rhythms, before the most surprising development 
yet: the big tune, introduced earlier, returns in E major, marked molto tranquillo, 
introduced by harps and subdued brass, suddenly providing a glorious and 
majestic representation of pastoral England that take us back, briefly, to the 
roots of the composer’s aesthetic experience. It serves as the essential, defining, 
contrast to the rest of the work.

That is the symphony’s only moment of radiant beauty; and it ends with 
a ferocious roar on the basses that leads us into the abyss of the second 
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movement, Moderato. It begins with a three-note ostinato, returning us to a 
world of darkness and foreboding; after a momentary absence it comes back in 
ever-louder waves of aggression, repeated 92 times until an explosive climax: 
the movement then subsides into a sad, disturbing tune on the cor anglais.

This, in turn, introduces a violent, clashing Scherzo with a consciously diabolic 
rhythm and tone that signifies only aggression and destruction: and in the 
midst of it comes a sardonic tune on the solo saxophone that transports us to 
London’s Café de Paris in the Blitz, and which is then taken up and subsumed 
into the orchestral equivalent of the music of destruction. The orgy of violence 
then dies down, and the movement links to the finale with a phrase on the 
bass clarinet.

The composer marked the Epilogue pianissimo (senza crescendo); and for 
around 11 minutes the orchestra plays a bleak, unrelieved pianissimo that 
contemporary critics, and indeed audiences, associated with the nuclear 
holocaust that had so recently destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This 
annoyed the composer, who claimed he had just written “a piece of music” 
and who likened this part to Prospero’s remarks in The Tempest: “We are such 
stuff / As dreams are made on; and our little life / Is rounded with a sleep”. 
It ends a symphony rich in orchestral experiment, more innovative than 
perhaps any other work in the composer’s canon, and whose enigmas and 
mysteries still remain to be deciphered today.

The recording of Vaughan Williams’ Ninth Symphony on this disc is truly 
historic: it is of the first performance, given by Sargent and the Royal 

Philharmonic Orchestra in the Royal Festival Hall on April 2, 1958. By the time 
Vaughan Williams came to write the work, in 1956-57, he was, though nearing 
85, in good health and still immensely intellectually productive. However, the 
symphony, received more with respect than with admiration – the composer 
was suddenly going out of fashion, certainly with music critics – has been 
greatly revalued in recent years. It can now be seen as a work of beauty and 
grandeur, and as a magisterial signing-off. That is not to say the composer knew 
he would soon die – he did so suddenly, in his sleep, on August 26, less than five 
months after the premiere – but he may have realised that, having reached the 
Beethovenian number of nine symphonies at so great an age, the time and the 
energy to write a tenth were uncertain. 

The work begins in a brooding atmosphere. When one learns that the 
composer had sought to evoke Salisbury Plain, and the closing stages 
of Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the d’Urbervilles, in his earliest sketches for the 
symphony, death once more becomes part of the landscape. Sargent took 
a strict approach to the score for the premiere, sticking to the composer’s 
metronome marks, a courtesy for which he was roundly attacked. Those who 
knew Vaughan Williams well claimed he possessed no metronome, and that 
his marks were effectively random. Certainly Sargent, as in all his accounts of 
Vaughan Williams’ music, employs a briskness that avoids the danger of a drift 
into self-indulgence.

In the opening movement, Moderato maestoso, the saxophone, used to such 
effect in the Sixth Symphony, is deployed again – or rather three of them are, 
used to what the composer called “romantic” effect. The music is dramatic and 
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expansive, and soon become gentler in tone, though always with darkness never 
far away. The movement ends with a restrained conversation between strings, 
harp and brass, before the saxophones close it gently with a sense of mysticism.

The slow second movement, Andante sostenuto, surprised the audience at its 
first performance by opening with a theme for flugelhorn, which the composer 
in his programme note joked had usually “been banished to the brass band”. 
Here it creates an atmosphere of melancholy before the entry of a menacing 
theme on woodwind and brass, taken up by the whole orchestra and made 
all the more brutal. After the work’s premiere the composer disclosed that this 
movement was about Tess’s pursuit by the police over Salisbury Plain, and critics 
have heard the wind rattling through Stonehenge in its opening pages. The 
climax of the pursuit is registered by a single note on the gong and a sudden 
loss of momentum. The movement ends with Vaughan Williams’ representation 
of Tess’s execution and death, and the return of the flugelhorn, mournful and 
preceding the strings into silence.

The third movement is a scherzo, opening with a march to almost comic 
effect, with the composer, as in his Eighth Symphony of 1956, extensively 
using conventional percussion together with glockenspiel, xylophone and 
other more exotic instruments. This experimentation, typical of his late works, 
creates a busy, unpredictable sound world that eventually echoes briefly the 
majestic sweep of the earlier movements; but also, almost mischievously, the 
saxophones return to give an even greater sense of continuity. After great 
turmoil among the brass and percussion, the movement’s dynamics decline 
suddenly and it peters out into silence.

The orchestral writing and ideas in the finale, Andante tranquillo, in their beauty 
and profundity mark the zenith of the symphony’s creative achievement. The 
serene playing first of strings, then woodwind, then joined by horns, creates an 
idea of peace, and indeed of closure. It is a movement of intense beauty, and 
the music moves to a conclusion in E major, reminding one of the concluding 
phase of the first movement of the Sixth Symphony. A great fortissimo seems to 
end the work, but in fact introduces a fade away into the harps, the effect being 
like a great wave retreating from the shore. As an end to a symphonic canon it 
could hardly be bettered.

Sir Malcolm Sargent (1895-1967) was not only one of the best-known classical 
musicians of his day, but also one who did much to bring classical music to a 
wider audience and, without debasing it, remove some of the sense of elitism 
surrounding it. Born in Kent, he was brought up in Lincolnshire and not least 
because his great musical talent won him a scholarship to Stamford School. His 
earliest talent was for the organ, and he began his musical career as a church 
organist. His skills as a conductor were discovered by Sir Henry Wood, and by 
his early thirties he had become one of the foremost such musicians in Britain. 
He was always immaculately dressed, with his hair brilliantined: which earned 
him the nickname of ‘Flash Harry’. 

He had his detractors, though Sir Thomas Beecham, who once described 
Herbert von Karajan as “a sort of musical Malcolm Sargent”, did so to tease 
Sargent out of affection rather than to insult him. Sargent made his name 
conducting choirs, for which Beecham praised him as the finest director of a 
chorus in the land. Between 1947 and his death he was the principal conductor 
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of the BBC Promenade Concerts in London’s Royal Albert Hall, which sealed 
his public reputation; and there and in other concert halls around the world 
he championed British music. His instinctive ease in that genre is clear in the 
three works on this disc.

Simon Heffer © 2022

LANI SPAHR  – audio restoration 
engineer, producer and annotator 
– has garnered critical praise from 
Gramophone (“There are historic 
releases that make the grade because 
they are just that – ‘historic’ – and there 
are releases that make history because 
they are musically overwhelming. This 
set is both.”), BBC Radio 3, BBC Music 
Magazine, Fanfare, The Sunday Times, 
MusicWeb International, Diapason, 
Classical Source, International Record 
Review and many others. 

In 2016, BBC Radio 3 presented an 
hour-long documentary about his 

•

stereo reconstructions for Elgar Remastered (SOMMCD 261-4). His work can 
be heard on SOMM Recordings, Music & Arts, West Hill Radio Archives, Naxos, 
Boston Records and Oboe Classics, and he has worked for Sony/France on 
historic restorations of the recordings of George Szell. In 2020, he was 
awarded an Honorary Membership of the Elgar Society for his work on the 
recorded legacy of Sir Edward Elgar.

Formerly a leading performer on period oboes in the US, he was a member 
of Boston Baroque and the Handel & Haydn Society Orchestra of Boston. 
In addition, he has appeared with many of North America’s leading period 
instrument orchestras, including Tafelmusik, Philharmonia Baroque, 
Tempesta di Mare, Apollo’s Fire, Washington Bach Consort, the American 
Classical Orchestra, Boston Early Music Festival Orchestra, Mercury Baroque 
and many others. 

Also a modern oboist, he was the principal oboist of the Colorado Springs 
Symphony Orchestra, the Colorado Opera Festival, the American Chamber 
Winds, the Maine Chamber Ensemble and made his European solo debut in 
1999 playing John McCabe’s Oboe Concerto with the Hitchin Symphony 
Orchestra in England. 

He has served on the faculties of Colorado College, Phillips Exeter Academy 
(New Hampshire) and the University of New Hampshire Chamber Music 
Institute. He has toured throughout North America, Europe and the Far East on 
period and modern oboes and has recorded for Telarc, Linn, Koch, Naxos, Vox, 
Music Masters, L’Oiseau Lyre and Musica Omnia.


